National Level Seminar
On
“ENTREPRENEURSHIP: A MANAGERIAL PERSPECTIVE”
16th & 17th February 2017
Co-sponsored by
Savitribai Phule Pune University

Sapkal Knowledge Hub is the manifestation of the vision of its founder Mr. Ravindra G. Sapkal, who had a vision of creating a composite center of learning where the citizens for tomorrow could be groomed since their formative years itself. Hence, the campus has a provision for kindergarten to post Graduate learning including research center.

K. R. Sapkal College of Management Studies is part of Sapkal Knowledge hub. The Institute has adopted the best features of the education to succeed in competitive business world with grace and without compromising with universal values and ethos. With the commitment and focus as enunciated here, our objective is to offer world class program, designed to help each student realize their full potential.
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Chairman & Managing Director

Mrs. Kalyani R. Sapkal
Vice Chairperson

Vision

“Creating Globally Compatible Business Managers and Entrepreneurs”

Mission

To contribute to the national development by delivering knowledge, skills and competencies to transform the youth of this country into efficient managers, finest human beings and contributory citizens.

Kalyani Charitable Trust’s
Sapkal Knowledge Hub
K. R. Sapkal College of Management Studies
Kalyani Hills, Trimbakeshwar Road,
Anjaneri, Wadholi, Nashik – 422213
Website: http://www.sapkalknowledgehub.org
Areas of Discussion: Any aspect related to ENTREPRENEURSHIP

- Opportunities and challenges for Entrepreneurs.
- Opportunities and challenges for Entrepreneurship Development
- Role of Entrepreneurs
- Start up New Venture
- Venture Management
- Entrepreneurial Support system
- Agencies in Entrepreneurial Development
- Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- Project Management
- Environment and Entrepreneurship
- Role of Government in Entrepreneurship Development
- Entrepreneurship and Management skill
- Role of Management education in Entrepreneurship Development
- Education and Entrepreneurship

Call for Papers:

Original and unpublished papers are invited from researchers, academicians and professionals. The papers selected by the panel will be published in the biannual ‘KRSCMS MANAGEMENT JOURNAL’ bearing ISSN: 2230-8067, Vol. 8, ISSUE I, January-June 2018. Selected papers will also be published in e-journal ‘KRSCMS Journal of Management’ bearing e-ISSN 2455-9350 with DOI no. and Impact Factor (IIJIF) 2.981

Important dates:

Submission of Abstract & full Paper 25/12/2017
Intimation of Acceptance 28/12/2017
Registration 30/12/2017

Registration Fees:

Professionals ₹ 1000/-
Researcher/Academicians ₹500/-
Students ₹300/-

Registration fees include conference kit, breakfast, Lunch. Registration for each co-author is mandatory.

The payment should be made by Bank DD, payable at Nashik, drawn in favor of: Director, K. R. Sapkal College of Management Studies, Nashik

Guidelines for Papers:

The manuscript shall be submitted in softcopy in MS Word to conference.krscms@sapkalknowledgehub.org or director.krscms@sapkalknowledgehub.org

Manuscript should be in MS Word, Times New Roman font, size 12 & 1.5” line spacing, single column & 1” margin all sides. The paper must follow APA format. The manuscript should contain 1500 to 3000 words. The length of paper should not exceed 6 pages including figures and references. Any abbreviation used should be written in full at first followed by the abbreviation in the parenthesis. Author must declare originality of work. The article should not have been published or should not be under review elsewhere.

Contact Details:

Dr. Suhas B. Dhande
Director,
K. R. Sapkal College of Management Studies
02594 – 220165
Mobile: 9420695486

Coordinator & Contact Person:

Dr. Aarti T. More: 9422770378